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ONE of the most important prin
ciples of breeding is the law 
that like produces like. This 
means that, other things be

ing equal, an animal will tend to pro
duce offspring like itself. Coupled 
with this is the law of variation, 
which means the tendency of animals 
to differ from each other and from 
their parents. No two animals are 
alike, and it is a good thing that this 
is so, since otherwise there could be 
no improvement. 

Like Produces Like. 
Keeping these two laws in mind, the 

chief means of improving live stock 
must be by selection. The variation 
in the young animals gives the basis 
for this selection. The progeny of 
two parents will differ both ways 
from the parents—that is, some will 
be poorer and some better. In gen
eral, the number of poorer ones will 
be about equal to the number of the 
better ones. Thus in nature little 
improvement is made, as both the 
poorer and better animals are used for 
breeders. With domestic animals 
man steps in and eliminates the poor
er half or more, allowing only a few 
of the best to reproduce themselves. 
According to the law of like produces 
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like, the offspring will tend to be like 
these good parents. But here the Jaw 
of variation comes in again, causing 
some of the offspring to be better and 
some poorer than the parents. In this 
case, however, the poorer animals will 
be considerably better than the poor 
ones of the preceding generation and 
the good ones will be better than the 
best of the previous year. Again the 
poorer animals are discarded and the 
better ones saved. In this way the 
standard of excellence is improved 
from year to year. 

To accomplish much, improvement 
by selection must be guided by a man 
who has a definite ideal in mind. He 
must know exactly the kind of ani
mal he is working for and should se
lect his breeding stock with this type 
in mind. In this way is developed 
a strain of animals that are very 
much alike in all their characteristics. 
Though they still tend to vary, these 
variations are not so marked as for
merly, and a more uniform lot of ani
mals results. This uniformity is due 
in large part to the fact that each 
parent has behind it a long line of an
cestors of similar type. An animal 
does not get all its characteristics 
from its parents. Part of them come 
from the grandparents, part from the 
great-grandparents and part from more 
remote ancestors. Clearly, then, the 
more nearly all these ancestors resem
ble a certain fixed type the more uni
form the offspring will be. It is large
ly by continued selection that all the 
improved breeds of domestic animals 
have been developed. It is this ability 
to produce uniformly good offspring 
that makes pure breds so much more 
valuable than animals of common 
breeding. 

The tendency of an animal to resem
ble some of its remote ancestors more 
closely than its immediate parents is 
called reversion or atavism. Thus, oc
casionally a calf of a hornless breed 
will show horns, or a pig of a certain 
breed will show a color, that is not 
found in the breed today. Reversion 
cannot be guarded against. The best 
that can be done is to prevent the use 
of reverted animals as breeders. 

Mutations. 
Any race of living things, whether it 

be animals or plants, will occasionally 
produce a mutation, or, as it is com
monly called, a "sport." This is an in
dividual differing to a marked extent 
from the general type of the race or 
breed. If it is a true sport, it will 
produce its own characteristics in its 
offspring, and thus a new strain or 
breed is developed. 

This new strain is distinctly differ
ent from the type from which It came, 
and its offspring show little tendency 
to revert to that type. The hornless 
breeds of cattle were developed from 
sports. The nectarine is a sport from 
the peach, and the weeping willow is 
a sport from the ordinary willow. 
Sports, when of the right kind, are of 
great value in originating new types 
and breeds, but they are seldom of 
any particular value to the ordinary 
breeder. 

Latent Characters. 
A point that is of much value in 

practical breeding operations Is the 

tact that the characters which an ani
mal possesses are \ not always devel
oped. Such characters are called la
tent, while the ones that are developed 
are called dominant. Characters which 
are latent in one animal may become 
dominant in his offspring. Thus the 
milking qualities of a cow are trans
mitted more surely through her bull 
calves than through her daughters. 
The milking characteristic is, of course, 
latent in the bull, but it becomes dom
inant in his heifer calves, and in a 
greater degree than in the original 
cow's heifer calves. 

I t is the same way with other char
acters. In fact, so many latent char
acters enter in to affect the off
spring that a good sire cannot be pick
ed by his looks alone. The great 
Shorthorn bull Lancaster Comet, one 
of the great early improvers of the 
breed, was not a particularly outstand
ing individual himself, but he possess
ed the ability of impressing his latent 
characters upon his offspring for many 
generations. The standard bred horse 
Hambletonian did not have a record, 
but he sired more record horses in 
the same length of time than Dan 
Patch has. This does not mean that 
the selection of high class sires is not 
important, but it shows that it is not 
the only point to be considered. These 
facts show the great value of tried 
sires. An animal that has shown his 
ability to sire outstanding offspring 
is worth five times as much as a young 
animal that has not been tried. I t is 
a shortsighted policy to get rid of 
male animals before they have shown 
what they can do. When a sire of ex
traordinary ability has been found 
keep him as long as he is strong and 
virile. These same points apply to fe
males as well, though not so strongly, 
as the male is half the herd, while it 
takes a great many females to make 
up the other half. 

Grading. 
One of the most important means of 

improving a herd is by grading—that 
is, by using the best kind of a pure 
bred sire on the females each year. 
The improvement will be rapid and 
marked. The offspring of a pure bred 
sire mated with ordinary females will 
be one-half pure or even more, since 
the pure blood will be more prepotent. 
The offspring of these animals will be 
three-quarters pure, the next seven-
eighths, and so on. It takes but a 
very few years to develop a herd that 
are practically pure breds. These high 
grade females when mated to pure 
bred males will produce practically as 
good offspring as could be got from 
pure bred females. High grade males 
should not be used for sires, however, 
as they do not have the ability to im
press their good qualities upon their 
offspring, while the latent scrub quali
ties are bound to crop out. 

Crossbreeding. 

Crossbreeding—that is, the crossing 
Of pure bred animals of different 
breeds—can often be used to advan
tage in producing market animals. 
The desirable traits of the two breeds 
may be united and a superior type of 
market animal produced. The cham
pion fat animals at the international 
live stock show are often crossbreds. 
"When crossbred animals are used for 
breeding purposes, however, they rap
idly deteriorate and the strain soon 
becomes run out. 

The produce of the crossing of two 
distinct species, such as the horse and 
the ass, are called hybrids. Hybrids, 
as is the case with the mule, are often 
very useful. Hybridization is of little 
consequence in breeding, however, as 
hybrids are unable to reproduce them
selves. 

Inbreeding and Line Breeding. 
Inbreeding means the mating of 

brother and sister, sire and daughter 
or son and mother. Close breeding 
means the mating of relatives a degree 
further removed. Inbreeding has been 
used to great advantage in developing 
the modern breeds of domestic ani
mals. In the hands of other than a 
master breeder, however, inbreeding is 

THE STEEPLE JACK. 

VIQ. XXXV.—A STRONG VEBCBEBOK HEAD. 

sure to result in decreased size, vigor 
and breeding powers. The safest plan 
for the ordinary breeder to follow is 
to let it alone. 

The surest method of improving the 
pure bred herd is by line breeding. 
This, in its simplest form, is the use 
of a line of sires of similar type and 
breeding on the females of the herd. 
Line breeding results in rapid improve
ment and the production of a uniform 
lot of offspring. 

Some Mistaken Ideas. 
There are a number of mistaken 

Ideas in regard to breeding which are 
more or less widely believed. One of 
the most common of these is the be
lief in telegony. or the influence of a 
particular sire on subsequent offspring 
from another sire. A study of the 
scientific side of breeding shows that 
this cannot be so. as it Is impossible 
for any particular male so to affect 
the female that future offspring by an
other sire will be affected. 

TBS END. 
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He Must Conquer Many Difficult!** In 

His Dangerous Work. 
The successful steeple jack must 

possess determination, perseverance 
and ingenuity. He must solve many 
a practical problem in hoisting great 
bodies aloft. He must know how to 
fasten a hook over the summit of a 
skyscraping chimney. He must have 
the nerve to paint a steeple that sways 
like a pendulum at the slender top. He 
must be able to tear down, build up, 
gild, paint, place electric wires and do 
many another task that would be 
difficult enough on the solid earth. 

There are many ways of getting up 
on a steeple, and when all 'others fail 
the man will tie a rope around it and 
then, with a coil on his back, walk 
round and round it until the entire 
steeple is covered with rope, and in 
such case he has probably been round 
it fully 300 times. 

But a steeple is not the most diffi
cult height to climb. Straight, tall 
chimneys are the hardest of alL There 
a man has to work with might and 
main to lift himself inch by inch from 
the ground to the top. Sometimes the 
top is 300 feet high. When it is reach
ed a hook is placed over the edge, a 
pulley is made fast, the swinging chair 
is hauled up and work begins. 

When the chair is near the top it is 
easier to work, because the ropes are 
short, but when they lengthen as the 
ground is approached there is a ten
dency to swing, and the wind gives 
impetus. 

The steeple jack's safety depends 
upon the hook, and until he has raised 
himself almost to the top it is impos
sible for him to see whether or not the 
hook has been properly adjusted. 
More than once a steeple climber has 
seen when within ten feet of the top 
that corrosion of the iron and the col
lection of sdot have so thickened the 
wall that the hook Is merely balancing 
on the top, so that the slightest pull 
In the wrong direction would drag it 
off. Again, the bricks are often loose 
at the top, and the hook is likely to 
tear them away. 

One of the natural difficulties to con
quer is the swaying of all high stee
ples and chimneys. In a gale a steeple 
point will sway a foot and a half. 
Usually it sways from seven to nine 
inches. Painting it means reaching 
for a spot on the right side, and find
ing it on the left, and, when making 
a dive for it on the left, to see it sway 
back to the right. Yet In spite of the 
constant danger a born steeple jack ex
ults in his work and is at home, like 
the ironworker on the skyscraper, only 
when high above the world. He can 
stand triumphantly at any height, if 
he can have two and one-half square 
inches to bear his weight—Harper's 
Weekly. 

MERCIFUL CAESAR. 

A Story of the Great Roman and a 
Band of Pirates. 

Caesar traveled with the retinue of a 
man of rank, and on his way to 
Rhodes he fell in with an adventure 
which may be something more than 
legend. When he was crossing the 
Aegean, his vessel is said to have been 
taken by pirates. They carried him 
to Pharmacusa, an island off the Ca-
rian coast, which was then in their 
possession, and there he was detained 
for six weeks with three of his attend
ants, while the rest of his servants 
were sent to the nearest Roman sta
tion to raise his ransom. 

The pirates treated him with polite
ness. He joined in their sports, played 
games with them, looked into their 
habits and amused himself with them 
as well as he could, frankly telling 
them at the same time that they would 
be hanged. 

The ransom, a very large one, about 
£10,000, was brought and paid, Caesar 
was set upon the mainland, near Mi
letus, where, without a moment's 
<3elay, he collected some armed vessels, 
returned to the island, seized the 
whole crew while they were dividing 
their plunder and took them away to 
Pergamus, the seat of government ID 
the Asiatic province, where they were 
convicted and crucified. Clemency was 
not a Roman characteristic. It was 
therefore noted with some surprise 
that Caesar interceded to mitigate the 
severity of the punishment. The poor 
wretches were strangled before they 
were stretched on the crosses and 
were spared the prolongation of their 
torture.—James Anthony Froude. 

Making It Plain. 
"Popper," said little Willie Billups, 

"what does the paper mean when it 
says that when it comes to getting 
next to the people, Colonel Blinks has 
all the other candidates lashed to the 
mast?" 

"That is the slang way of saying, my 
son," returned Billups, "that for keep
ing his eye peeled old man Blinks has 
his opponents skinned a mile.' 

"There are people In this world for 
whom the English language is not 
good enough when they come to the 
expression of what few ideas they 
have In their mental garages."—-Har
per's Weekly. 

$m\ A QUEER UNIVERSITY, 

Highly Efficacious. 
"George is not naturally a hasty 

man, and as his position requires great 
patience and capacity for waiting, he 
took a regular training course in 
both." 

"How did he do i t ? ' 
"He always went with his wife shop

ping to match things."—Baltimore 
American. 

The Rolling Ocean. 
She—Shall 1 have your lunch brought 

up to you here, dear? He (feebly)—No. 
love; have it thrown straight over
board. It will save time and trouble.— 
London Sketch. "•*'•" —•">--«*•-*> ~-» '^wi^ViT'" 5 

Cairo Has the World's Oldest Educa
tional Institution. 

"When we think of Harvard or Yale, 
the former dating from 1638 and the 
latter from 1701, we think of them as 
old universities," says a writer in the 
American Educational Review; "but 
when we pass to the other side of the 
world we discover that even the oldest 
American universities are in reality 
very young institutions. 

"The oldest educational Institution in 
the world Is the University of El 
Ashar, Cairo, founded in the year 988 
by the great Saladin. I t is the central 
seat of learning for the whole Mo
hammedan world, as well as a foun
tain of spiritual life. I t occupies an 
ancient mosque In the Arab quarter of 
Cairo, surrounded by a confusing maze 
of narrow streets where the population 
is made up of representatives of every 
race that follows the prophet 

"The old mosque covers several acres 
and consists of a series of courts sur
rounded by long cloisters with low 
roofs supported by forests of columns. 
The floors of red tiles are covered daily 
by a multitude of men and boys, squat
ting in semicircles around their teach
ers, who sit with their backs to the 
columns lecturing in monotones. 

"The chancellor of the university is 
always a descendant of the prophet 
and is usually a man of ability and 
learning. He occupies apartments in 
El Ashar and is not only the supreme 
educational bu t the ecclesiastical head 
of the church of Egypt 

"There is no organization similar to 
that in modern universities.* Any rep
utable man who desires to teach can 
obtain the privilege by application and 
is assigned a column where he may sit 
and impart the truth as 'he thinks 
proper. His fame or ability will at
tract more or less students and dis
ciples, who pay him fees according to 
their means." 

THE SCOLD'S BRIDLE. 

Brutal Punishment to Which Women 
Were Once Subjected. 

The brank, or scold's bridle, or gos
sip's bridle, was neither more nor less 
than a muzzle. I t was in general use 
in Great Britain from the sixteenth to 
the eighteenth century, and in Scot
land as well women were muzzled for 
certain offenses, some at least of them 
more imaginary than real. The instru
ment of torture, even a dog's leather 
muzzle, is uncomfortable. How much 
more the scold's muzzle! I t consisted, 
according to a high authority, Mr. W. 
Jewitt, of a kind of crown or frame
work of Iron, which was locked upon 
the head, and it was armed in front 
with a gag, a plate or a sharp cutting 
knife or point which was placed in the 
poor woman's mouth so as to prevent 
her moving her tongue, or it was so 
placed that if she did move it or at
tempt to speak it was cut in a most 
frightful manner. With this cage up
on her head and with the" gag firmly 
pressed and locked against her tongue 
the miserable creature, whose sole of
fending perhaps was that she raised 
her voice in defense of her social 
rights against a brutal and besotted 
husband or had spoken honest truth of 
some one high in office in her town, 
was paraded through the streets, led 
by a chain by the hand of a bellman, 
the beadle or the constable or chained 
to the pillory, the whipping post or 
market cross, to be' subjected to every 
conceivable insult and degradation, 
without even the power left her of 
asking for mercy or of promising 
amendment for the future, and when 
the punishment was over she was 
turned out from the town hall or the 
place where the brutal punishment 
had been inflicted, maimed, disfigured, 
bleeding, faint and degraded, to be the 
subject of comment and jeering among 
her neighbors.—London Family Her
ald. 

Colors of the Stars. 
Although there is no relation ap

parent betwen the two phenomena, yet 
it is interesting to recall the fact that 
among the stars certain colors ap
pear to characterize different stages of 
change, or evolution. Red stars, ac
cording to the testimony of the spec
troscope, differ widely in their consti
tution from white or yellow ones, and 
it has been thought that varying col
ors may give a clew to progressive 
changes in the heavenly bodies. Sirius, 
for instance, is said to have changed 
from red to white, and some have sus
pected that Arcturus is fading from 
red toward yellow. 

A Fairly Good Appetite. 
Kaffirs, North American Indians and 

the fat boy in "Pickwick" may well 
be quoted as fearful examples of vo
racity, but even their grastronomic 
feats are exceeded by the full grown 
Eskimo, who will daily eat twenty 
pounds of flesh and oil if he has the 
chance, while on the authority of Ad
miral Saritcheff a Yakut of Siberia has 
been known to consume in twenty-four 
hours "the hind quarter of a large ox, 
twenty pounds of fat and a quantity 
of melted butter for his drink." 
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Specials 
Cool, Comfortable Underwear 

Porosknit, B. V. D., Athletic Cut Coat Shirts 
and Knee Length Drawers, Wear Resisting Bal-
brigganfrom 25c to $3 .00 

Outing Shirts 

Soisette, Madras, Mohair and Silk Stripe, Cus
tom Made, Regular and French Fold Cuffs. 

Full Sized Work Shirts 

Short, Tall, Long, Thin and Stout; we fit them 

all, every size neck and body, from 50c to $2.50 

The Avery Clothing House 
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Threshing Time is About Due 
But still that new granary hasn't been built, nor the old one fixed up and put in shape 
for the new crop. Don't you think it's about time you were getting busy and attend
ing to it? Of course you will want a little lumber and building material of different 
kinds. And you'll want the most and the best you can get for the money, won't you? 
Then let us make you an estimate before buying elsewhere. We have just what you 
need and will make you lowest prices. 

CALEY LUMBER CO 
BENJAfllN SOULE, Manager 

L. C. HUMMEL 
D e a l e r i n 

Fresh and Salt Meats, Lard, 
^Poultry, Fish and Game in Season. 

Both Telephones. 

Main Street, (Opposite Starch Factory.) Princeton, M inn . 
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(Fall Specials For) 
I School Children 1 

A Few Numbers of Hosiery, going at=l 

6c 9c 12c 17c I 

To Be Avoided. 
There ' s Wilson! Let us turn back. 

I've no desire to meet that fellow 
again! Last week I asked him to lend 
me five pounds." 

"Well, he certainly might have done 
so; he has plenty of money." 

"Yes. I know—and—he did lend me 
the fiver!"—London Mail. 

H While Looking Over These, Ask to See§f 
£E Our Fall Dress Goods. 2 

1 F. T. KETTELHODT 1 
£ Princeton, Minn. 3 
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» A Strategist. 
"That fellow is a greater strategist 

than Napoleon ever was." 
"As to how?" 
"He got a two dollar .raise of salary 

a year ago and hasn't told hto wife 
about it y e f - P I t t a b u r g P o r t "*• *'• 

H All 15c Gingham, going at 1 2 c ^ 

gz One Lot of Lawns, good quality, 3 
^ going at 13c | f 
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